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as this was my first time using a vsat receiver i
wanted to start with a clear picture of how the

vsat receiver worked, so that i could pin it down.
this article has four parts and each part is linked
to the previous part. this adapter has been used

by automotive technicians for decades. it has
unique features that can be used to check a

vehicle battery for a variety of faults, diagnose
engine operation, monitor operation of anti-theft
systems like transponders, engine management

systems and steering and vehicle speed
sensors. one of the most useful features of this

adapter is the ability to connect multiple devices
at once. i can connect it to the radio, a laptop

computer, and the serial port on another device,
all at the same time. a year or so ago i

encountered a "code 10" error when using the
adapter. i realized that the adapter had
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switched to the default settings for the device
on another computer. i didn't need to spend
more time troubleshooting the problem. the

solution was to roll back my driver to a previous
version. here's how i solved the problem. i had a
problem that occurred intermittently every few

days. the problem was that the usb to serial
adapter i was using would randomly "go out". i

used another serial port to confirm that the
adapter was functional and was a problem with

the adapter. when i moved it to another
computer, it worked. i took the initiative to

investigate and i found that on the first
computer i was using the "automatic serial port

settings" option. this was not an option that i
was familiar with and i wasn't prepared for this. i
don't know why this was the option but i used to
leave it off. i disabled it and now everything is

fine.
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yes, the usb-serial converter will work for the
c232. this is a usb to serial adapter. serial

converters are used in cases where you have a
rs232 output on a device, but don't want to run
the cable to the device. they are also used when
you have a device that uses rs232, but you want

to have a standard serial port, for example a
printer. they are also useful in cases where you
have a device with no serial port, but you want

to connect it to a pc via a usb to serial adapter. i
have a c232 adapter. i have had no problems

using it for many years. however, that was years
ago. i recently updated to windows 10 and the
adapter no longer appears to work. this is what
happens: i plug it in, i get the following: "device

setup failed for unknown reason. error code
0x00000082. device might not be recognized as

a usb device. contact the manufacturer for
software or driver updates. try again later. if the
problem persists, contact the manufacturer for
help." thanks to everyone who chimed in. i was

able to use a usb to serial adapter cable to
provide the additional serial port needed for my
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cnc machine. i also discovered that win 7 had an
issue with my cable so i purchased a different
one to ensure that this would not be a problem

in the future. i purchased this adapter to
connect to a cnc machine. i have a code 10

issue with this. the cable is good because it is a
model that was discontinued by prolific, and

they replaced it. i checked out the microsoft site
for this adapter and they do not list it as

compatible for win 7. i think this is the problem.
i need to purchase a new usb to serial adapter
or get a newer version of this adapter to work.
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